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POLIO TERRORIZED MUCH of the world until a team of some 

of the best and brightest scientists developed a vaccine to fight it in 1955. At 

a packed news conference at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor to an-

nounce this medical milestone, lead scientist Jonas Salk thanked everyone 

but his own team. 

Offended by Salk’s failure to recognize their contributions, some of 

Salk’s fellow researchers left the conference in tears and some later severed 

their relationship with him.1

Chances are, you can relate.

“I think we’ve all had the experience of being in a meeting after everyone 

pulled an all-nighter to accomplish something and the boss takes full credit,” 

said Kevin Monroe, director of the Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership, 

a nonprofit organization based in Indiana that provides training and educa-

tion to organizations. “It totally demoralizes everyone on the team.”

Stealing the spotlight, micromanagement, using intimidation tactics to 

get results, and ruthless quests to nab a corner office or bonus are just a few 

examples of behaviors exhibited by poor leaders that can have detrimental 

impacts on organizations: inadequate product and service quality, low em-

ployee morale and retention, unethical behavior and more.

Instead of treating employees like servants, leaders should 

lead as servants, according to Monroe and Joseph Iarocci, the 

CEO of Greenleaf. 

“The servant leader is at the bottom of the pyramid, not at 

the top,” Iarocci said. “It turns a lot of notions about leadership 

upside down.”

Servant leadership is a philosophy that emphasizes focus-

ing first on others’ needs. Servant leaders are attentive to the 

growth and development of their stakeholders, including em-

ployees, customers, partners and the community. Iarocci said 

the approach enriches the lives of individuals, builds organi-

zations that are more customer-focused and that it ultimately 

creates a more just and caring world (read “Leading by Serv-

ing,” pp. 40-43).

In 50 Words 
Or Less 
• Servant leadership is a 

timeless concept—espe-
cially relevant for quality 
organizations because 
of its relationship with 
continuous improvement.

• Organizations benefit 
from servant leadership 
because it creates more 
effective and innovative 
teams and greater profit-
ability.

• It can be practiced by 
anyone, regardless of 
his or her location in the 
organizational hierarchy.  
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While the ideas behind servant leadership are an-

cient, the phrase “servant leader” was coined by Robert 

K. Greenleaf who introduced the concept to the modern 

world after he retired from a 40-year career in the fi eld 

of management research, development and education 

at AT&T. In his landmark 1970 essay “The Servant as 

Leader,” Greenleaf said:2

 “The servant leader is servant fi rst … It begins with 

the natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve 

fi rst. Then conscious choice brings one to aspire to 

lead. That person is sharply different from one who is 

leader fi rst; perhaps because of the need to assuage an 

unusual power drive or to acquire material possessions 

… The leader fi rst and the servant fi rst are two extreme 

types. Between them there are shadings and blends 

that are part of the infi nite variety of human nature.”

This emphasis on the growth of people and social re-

sponsibility is echoed in what Greenleaf called the best 

test to measure servant leadership:3

“The best test, and diffi cult to administer, is: Do 

those served grow as persons? Do they, while being 

served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autono-

mous, more likely themselves to become servants? And, 

what is the effect on the least privileged in society? Will 

they benefi t or at least not be further deprived?”

Monroe and Iarocci said servant leadership can 

complement any management style the individual has 

adapted. Servant leaders do all things a good leader 

would do, they said. What distinguishes this philosophy 

are the following principles: 

• Service fi rst: Service to others is the prime motiva-

tor of the servant leader, and leadership becomes the 

way of providing that service.

• Community building: Servant leaders defi ne their 

stakeholders broadly, focus on the common good and 

seek to build a trusting community.

• Persuasion not coercion: Servant leaders do not 

dictate or autocratically exercise power. Rather, they 

persuade others to agree and to act.

• Followers willingly follow: Followers of servant 

leaders choose to follow, voluntarily, because they 

trust the servant leader and own a shared purpose.

• Journey: Servant leadership is a journey—a process 

of continuous improvement and growth.

ONE THING IS certain about the 
ASQ Board of Directors (BoD)—it is a 
passionate and opinionated group dedi-
cated to advancing quality and quality 
professionals.

While having individuals with pas-
sion, conviction and commitment at the 
helm of the society is inarguably a good 
thing, it can work against harmoniza-
tion. Sometimes, that meant the BoD 
didn’t function the way ASQ members 
needed it to—as a collective body 
guided by a sharp strategic compass.  

The board, which has worked on 
improving its approach to governance 
during the last several years, recently 
took the next step in its transformational 

journey. It implemented a proven leader-
ship style called servant leadership that 
promotes practices such as listening, 
asking questions, refl ection, using fore-
sight, and contributing to the growth and 
development of stakeholders. 

Changing times
As organizations evolve, so should 
their governance. A strong board is a 
melding of backgrounds, experience 
and skills that are relevant to moving 
the organization forward. More than 60 
years after it was established, ASQ had 
become a global organization repre-
senting more than 100,000 individuals 
and organizations from a wide range of 

industries that use quality.
In 2008, a governance task force 

accelerated its work to review and 
improve ASQ’s governance. Supported 
by the expertise and facilitation of the 
Canadian-based fi rm Brown Governance, 
the board learned of some opportuni-
ties for improvement. In response to 
feedback from Brown Governance, initial 
work by the BoD began that was focused 
on driving ASQ to a simpler and more 
effective governance model.

Determining the composition of 
the BoD created some friction among 
board members. That’s around the time 
progress came to a screeching halt, 
said John Timmerman, ASQ chair.

Servant leadership helps ASQ board 
become a high-performing team
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Continuous improvement of people
There are parallels between servant leadership and 

continuous quality improvement. The enrichment of 

people is at the heart of both concepts. And like con-

tinuous improvement, servant leadership is an unend-

ing journey.4 

“Quality is always a journey of continuous improve-

ment, and likewise, so is servant leadership,” Monroe 

said. “There’s never a point where you can arrive and 

say, ‘Wow, we’ve reached absolute quality and we don’t 

have to worry about it anymore.’ Servant leadership is 

the continuous improvement of people.”

Servant leadership can enhance an organization’s 

quality improvement program, they said, because the 

approach empowers employees, makes their growth 

and development paramount, and it encourages trans-

parency and accountability. 

“Any organization that embraces servant leadership 

will perform better on all measures because work is ul-

timately done by humans,” Monroe said. 

Contrary to the way it may sound, servant leadership 

is quite results-focused, Iarocci said. Organizations 

that practice servant leadership are routinely named 

to Fortune’s annual list of the best companies to work 

for, which recognizes organizations that consistently 

outperform their competition and rank highly among 

employees.5

“There seems to be something about these places 

that they are faster, better, cheaper and more effi cient 

and fl exible,” Iarocci said. 

Monroe and Iarocci cautioned that servant leader-

ship isn’t “fairy dust,” and that it’s normally not the only 

thing that will make an organization succeed. However, 

this approach to leadership seems to encourage people 

to rally around the organization’s mission and vision 

and foster greater commitment, they said. 

Researchers are beginning to formally study the ef-

fects of servant leadership on organizational perfor-

mance:

• A 2008 study found servant leadership was linked 

with variability in employee commitment to an or-

ganization, job performance and community citizen-

ship behavior.6

• Another 2008 study found that servant leadership led 

“Because the board members at the 
time became too focused on mechanics 
and structure, the BoD, to a degree, lost 
sight of its collective purpose—which 
is to be responsible to members,” Tim-
merman said.

Listening and foresight
Timmerman said he learned about a 
concept known as servant leadership 
while earning a master’s degree in 
service leadership and innovation from 
the Rochester Institute of Technology 
in New York. After Timmerman became 
chair-elect in 2011 and took the reins 
as board chair in 2013, he brought the 
idea of implementing the approach to 
the boardroom table. 

The BoD wholeheartedly welcomed 
the challenge of becoming servant lead-
ers. Based on what they learned while 
researching this style of governance, 
BoD members recognized the potential 
benefi ts servant leadership could bring 
to a membership society like ASQ. 

Servant leadership is more than a 
structural model. It affects how the 
leader perceives him or herself relative 
to everyone else. That includes col-
leagues, customers and the commu-
nity.

 “Servant leadership is about listen-
ing to owners, which in our case 
are the members, and having the 
leadership foresight to take those 
inputs and move the organization 
in a way that’s going to benefi t 
members of the future,” Timmer-
man said. 

Deploying servant 
leadership
After committing to servant leadership, 
the BoD worked on putting its support-
ing principles into practice. Implementa-
tion has been marked by three phases:

Phase one. Before the BoD could 
fully transition to using servant leader-
ship as a governance framework, it 
needed to establish sound relationships 

among board members. Prior to the No-
vember 2012 board meeting, consultant 
and executive coach Karen Vernal of 
Milwaukee-based Vernal Management 
Consultants worked with the group 
on relationship building and enhanc-
ing emotional intelligence. This helped 

stimulate a boardroom environment that 
celebrates diversity in experiences and 
differences in opinions. 

Next, the BoD drafted guiding prin-
ciples that are read as a group before, 
during and after board meetings.1 
This exercise helps the BoD affi rm its 
purpose. The guiding principles also are 
used as a tool to join diverging views 

We approached strategy with a 
different perspective and made 
the strategic planning process 
much more interactive, and 
we’re seeing better outcomes. 

“
  ”
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and to measure board effectiveness.
Phase two. By this time, the ground-

work was in place to learn the teachings 
of Robert K. Greenleaf, recognized as 
the father of modern servant leadership, 
with help from the Indiana-based Green-
leaf Center for Servant Leadership. 

At a board meeting on Feb. 28, 2013, 
in Phoenix, the Greenleaf Center facili-
tated a workshop packed with educa-
tional segments, group discussions and 
exercises and action planning. The main 
objectives were to:
• Identify how a servant leadership 

approach would increase the board’s 
effectiveness.

• Determine what constitutes world-
class governance for ASQ.

• Understand key servant leader prac-
tices.
Next, the BoD further formalized 

servant leadership into its approach to 
overseeing the society. This included 
crafting role and responsibility descrip-

tions that refl ected servant leadership 
principles.2  

“Servant leadership was what I would 
call the design principles to construct 
roles and responsibilities,” Timmerman 
said.

Phase three. Through its work with 
the Greenleaf Center, the board identi-
fi ed that its role is to guide the organiza-
tion’s strategic direction. Key changes 
to organizational strategy are underway, 
but the board reports it already has ac-
complished much:
• It reviewed the strategic planning 

process and incorporated more board 
involvement.

• It realigned the organization’s top 
strategies to underpin membership 
needs.

• It improved its ability to make deci-
sions and resolve confl icts arising 
from differences in viewpoints. 
 “We approached strategy with a 

different perspective and made the 

strategic planning process much more 
interactive, and we’re seeing better 
outcomes,” said Ray Crawford, a BoD 
member.

Creating healthy 
relationships
The Greenleaf Center workshop, which 
has been called an intense day by many 
board members, was a major milestone 
in the BoD’s transformation.

“I truly believe that after this session, 
we evolved from just being a group of 
people with good intentions into a co-
hesive team of dedicated professionals 
who truly want to serve,” said Alejandra 
Vicenttin, BoD member. “We all believe 
that the board exists for members.”

Greenleaf Center CEO Joe Iarocci and 
director Kevin Monroe facilitated the 
workshop. There were a lot of “aha” mo-
ments and remarks from board mem-
bers about how servant leadership fi t 
like a glove, Iarocci said. 

to higher levels of psychological safety, which is as-

sociated with increased innovation.7

• A 2010 study of 815 employees across seven organiza-

tions in Kenya found servant leadership promoted or-

ganizational citizenship behaviors, self-effi cacy and 

commitment to leadership.8

• A 2011 study of 315 fi nancial employees in China 

found servant leadership was correlated with better 

team performance and goal comprehension.9

• A 2012 study found organizational performance, as 

measured by return on assets, was higher in compa-

nies led by servant leader CEOs.10

Be a servant leader
Monroe said most people are born with an innate im-

pulse to fi rst serve others and that the choice to lead 

is a conscious one. Bad leadership is learned, and the 

impulse to serve is often beat out of individuals by un-

favorable workplace cultures, Iarocci added. 

Just as quality improvement can come from any-

where in an organization, so can servant leadership. 

“One can lead at any point in the organization chart,” 

Iarocci said.

The Greenleaf Center often fi nds what it refers to 

as “bright spots” in organizations. These bright spots 

are typically departments that knowingly or unknow-

ingly practice servant leadership. Organizational bright 

spots are marked by lower levels of absenteeism, great-

er customer satisfaction, and higher levels of produc-

tivity and performance, Iarocci and Monroe said. 

The Greenleaf Center teaches that the best way to 

promote servant leadership in your life and work is to 

just start practicing it. While being a servant leader is 

more of a state of mind, anyone can incorporate a num-

ber of practices that can have a formative effect on the 

individual and everyone they interact with:

• Asking questions: A servant leader values the wis-

dom of others and therefore addresses any issue by 

asking questions.

• Listening: Servant leaders are experts in listening. 

Iarocci and Monroe said servant leaders automati-

cally respond to any problem by listening fi rst.

• Withdrawing and reorienting: Servant leaders are 

self-refl ective and practice the art of withdrawing 

and reorienting to improve their perspective on the 

self and the work at hand.
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“ASQ and the Greenleaf Center have 
the same mantra, which is to make the 
world a better place,” said Gary Gehring, 
BoD member. “Servant leadership fi t us 
well.” 

Not only did the session change the 
way board members view themselves 
and their fellow members, but it also af-
fected how they approach their duties.

“Servant leadership defi nitely made 
the board more participative. No longer 
does the BoD just sign off on policies. 
We jump in and take action on issues our 
members are concerned with,” Crawford 
said. “Each of us exercises due diligence 
on various projects and reports back 
to the board. Once the board decides, 
we take responsibility for those deci-
sions and help implement them with our 
members”

While servant leadership is not a quick 
fi x or a silver bullet, Steven Wilson, a 
former BoD member, has observed that 
Greenleaf training moved the board light 

years ahead in its journey.
“It has enabled the board to be 

involved in the society without getting 
bogged down in administrative affairs,” 
Wilson said. “That aspect was missing 
from the other leadership styles that 
have been considered.”

With less focus on the gears and pul-
leys of the society, ASQ BoD members 
have a clearer view of the entire system. 

 “We are making better decisions as a 
board and bringing more benefi ts to ASQ 
members,” said Vicenttin. 

Next steps
Because servant leaders are attentive to 
the growth and development of others, 
individuals who practice servant leader-
ship tend to positively infl uence those 
around them and, in turn, create more 
servant leaders. 

Board members hope members will 
learn from the BoD’s experience and will 
consider embracing this style of leader-

ship at the member unit level. 
“Part of the BoD journey also includes 

sharing what we learned with member 
units,” said Elías Monréal, BoD member. 
“Servant leadership blends well within 
any organization, whether it’s a nonprofi t 
or for-profi t, because it develops com-
munity and empathy.”

The ASQ BoD is confi dent servant 
leadership will provide ASQ with a strong 
foundation as it builds a society that can 
leverage global resources and knowledge 
to make each ASQ member successful.

“Servant leadership will get us there 
because it puts the focus on members 
and it gives us foresight on member 
value now and into the future,” Timmer-
man said. QP       —M.S.

NOTES
1. Read the ASQ BoD guiding principles at www.asq.org/

about-asq/how-we-do/pdf/asq-bod-guiding-principles.
pdf. 

2. Find ASQ BoD member roles and responsibilities in 
the ASQ Bylaws, article 6, section 6.5, at www.asq.org/
about-asq/how-we-do/pdf/2011-bylaws.pdf.

• Exercising foresight: Servant leaders practice fore-

sight by keeping up with current events, scanning the 

horizon for signals of change, listening actively and 

looking outside the boundaries of their own organi-

zations.

• Growing others: Servant leaders relentlessly pur-

sue the growth and development of others and create 

more servant leaders, not more followers.

“Martin Luther King Jr. said it best: ‘Everyone can be 

great because anyone can serve,’” Monroe said. 

Many organizations with cultures that practice 

servant leadership were founded by people who pos-

sessed the philosophy in their hearts, Iarocci said. But 

any organization can create a more servant-minded 

workforce and reap its benefi ts. A few ways organiza-

tions can formalize servant leadership are by incorpo-

rating the philosophy into new employee onboarding, 

providing training and resources, using 360-degree 

feedback assessments, rewarding servant leadership 

behavior through employee recognition programs and 

reinforcing it in mission statements. 

Iarocci said servant leadership-oriented organiza-

tions attract top talent. Members of the generation 

entering the workforce are focused on fi nding pur-

pose and meaning and want their professional lives 

to contribute to the greater good somehow, he said. 

He explained that today is a lot like the 1960s, which 

is believed to be when Greenleaf was contemplating 

this leadership philosophy amidst a society that had 

declining trust in leadership at organizational and gov-

ernmental levels. 

“We truly believe servant leadership is the answer 

to a lot of things,” Iarocci said. “It’s such a ‘one world’ 

now—everything is connected.” QP
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